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THE ELEMENTS OF THE EARTH'S MAGNETISM
and
Their Secular Changes between 1550 and 1915
PUBLICATION III
Dr. H. Fritsche i
runDmVA i
a. Influence of magnetically acting agents which could be
	
/1*
located on the Earth's surface.
I have published two papers with the following titles about
determining the elements of the Earth's magnetism using the Gauss
theory and observations:
I. Determination of the coefficients of the Gauss general
theory of the Earth's magnetism for the year 1885 and about the rela-
tionship of the three Earth-magnetic elements, St. Petersburg, 1897.**
II. The elements of the Earth's magnetism for the epochs 1600,
1650, 1700, 1780, 1842 and 1885 and their secular changes, calculated
with the coefficients of the Gauss "General Theory of the Earth's
Magnetism", St. Petersburg, 1899, which was derived from all of the
usable observations.***
In the following I will call the first of these papers "Publica-
tion I" and the second will be called "Publication II". The present
paper, my third publication, about this topic is an addition: It
contains the result of an investigation about the magnetic agents
*Director Emeritur of the Royal Observatory, Peking.
Numbers in the margin indicate pagination of foreign text.
** Translator's Note: For Translation, see NASA TM-77105.
*** Translator's Note: For Translation, see NASA TM-7710 0. 	 1
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outside of the Earth's surface as well as the Earth's magnetic ele-
ments for the epochs 1550, 1900, 1915. Finally, it contains the
secular changes of the Earth's magnetic elements during the time
interval 1550-1900.
Some scientists have spread the false belief that Gauss when
setting up a general theory of the Earth's magnetism only considered
the inner magnetic Earth's forces, which are located inside the
Earth and that he ignored the effects of the agents acting outside
of the Earth's surface (for example, in the atmosphere). For example,
L. A. Bauer in the Terrestrial Magnetism Magazine of March 1899 on
page 34 (he is the editor) "he (Gauss) supposed the entire magnetism
was due to causes within the Earth's crust".
A. Schmidt also has the same opinion, for example, in the maga-
zine "Terrestrial Magnetism" 	 volume II, ( December ) , 1897, Page 150.
Also D. W. Littlehales in the "Terrestrial Magnetism", March 1900
page 39" in his paper about a not-yet completed book "An Account of
the Late Professor Adams' Determination of the Gaussian Magnetic
Constants". The equation formulated by Adams not only includes the
magnetic constants of the class that were determined by Gauss as due
to forces residing inside of the Earth, but they also take into
account those forces which depend on sources outside of the Earth.
The number of magnetic constants contained in them is 120 fov the
class resulting from exterior influences and 120 for the class result-
ing from interior influences, or 240 magnetic constants in all, in
place of the 24 constants of the interior class that were previously
determined by Gauss.
I congratulate on the determination of 240 constants (coeffi-
cients GH) of the theory, both from the now available material and
the material to be available in the future! In this way, the theory
would be reduced to simple interpolation. I have proven* that 46
coefficients GH of the theory are sufficient for representing the
** cf. publication I page 27.
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observations completely because they cause the magnetic anomalies
which can be found everywhere on the Earth. This means a larger
number of coefficients than 46 would not bring about any noticeable
reduction in the distances between the theory and the observation.
As we will see later on, all of the observations of the 19th Century
are not sufficient for an exact calculation of only 46 coefficients
of the theory for the inner and 46 coefficients for the outer forces.
In the journal "Terrestrial Magnetism", September 1889 page 211,
the editor Bauer gave an angry reply to my already published papers
about the use of the Gauss theory because I demonstrated that his
discovery about the secular variation was erroneous and that I criti-
cized his so-called friends. I am convinced that my difficult work
will be applauded by the specialists. The opin_on of a talkative
young person such as Bauer does not mean anything to me because for
four decades I have worked on the exact scientific contributions
(my first astronomical paper about the planet 65 appeared in no. 1420
of the Astronomical News, June 3, 1863).
One can easily demonstrate that Gauss gave the required rules
for determining the magnetic forces not ,just inside but outside of
the Earth's surface as can be demonstrated from paragraphs 36-41. on
pages 169 -175 of his theory. I use these rules to calculate the coeff-
icients GH of the theory for the inner and outer magnetic forces.
First, I determined GH only from the (observed) components X and Y.
Then I determined GH separately only from the (observed) vertical
component Z. From the combination of both series of the GH, I cal-
culated the values of the GH both for the inner and outer forces
according to the rules given in Chapter 40. The flattening of the
	
t
Earth was also considered, but it only has a small influence. I used
	 J
the same combinations of the primitive equations which are used in
Publication I page 13 and the following. Here I will give the final
equation for the two epochs 1842 and 1885 because the earlier epochs
1780, 1700, etc., should not be considered because of the deficient
observations.	 /3
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Formula (1)
,gh only determined fran X /til• 1441
+11,^y/y t't^Stio^^''t /,3lti^f'-Jlc17 j^)el^o^ /ttl^
-o.ff^c^^.+^ Jtoj^°tll]fj^.* ^ et,y^ lofi.. -t^u.^
-his/I4d,4/,7f/y^o+3/il^ro+oM ♦ SAW y^
F/.erA .
1AW 1t4i
q"1#416900
0"7311e
o,04+#,1n :0
h o it determined ^fram Z f o^ /^ _	 F^o.^(^g	 y	 /JIS. /4ot	 /tts. /t4s
Ito,uof'ail,flll lot/,ifJjre Jttt^-^c,tJL•e t1^,tl4j «^e^Ji^-e/ol^t_°,JM+o,)ie.o
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°,tce^s^o.4)ttj4^+^,y/cy^^+s,17y*o,/J^ 41,46 f+,+J/ -e
^o,otJYt.^♦ o!)y^^%L,f^J^./t1,^)y^o,iye 40,44►) f0ll^r•
gh an 1 y determined from Z
	
f	 4,
f ^i^ xits  jr
41x/
-a,I/tfr4-L, yL+/ X07+to,790s -^, t^ t ll,i dl:0
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o¢^{r,ef^^^^}
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 o,OIJJA4/,1
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gh onl •, determined from Z	 t^ ' j•	 FA/ i•y i
/1;I'ML^t' t+^.^31^f t t +0ji S^^trf1. A-t/ / t	 .•
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r r 7 r I t It	 /4th	 6 t19 IrA 	' itot /4
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FrcM this we obtain the following values for the weffidienta g;t,
r abl a {t, 61 a eh v --t-- .
from X+1,L4rl-goe/L-tlu^,if)b+o,/!!f-ool2i
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0 41 
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• 2 +el7l!-4,ti»7+oltl3-glfty-etJrf-o./3tt-o^ottr+,tlotNJOI)^fr+oi/t3
h6a 09t1 Ott Y "t IF
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frame.`J•aA71t-o.Nr^-r tsyr^h77•au//Mo1It-tue• -^elrre•elonr-^IMtt •.•!r!
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.., X r.'f + I,IrIJ+40/ll*^ot*^-0,er*}.oe -e
. art ,11037-0,u10
• Z
	 +0,o/:6toutj-4Ny-4e//y-^•Nt•-100~7-ee(It
n
)( +),/y7yMo^rr-^11Mw3^t+^IiK-•,IJ00
Z +.K1^+•.•!tt-t,t^f/^owt4+eof^/-V2oil
^'^• gt/	 ;' I ry Ufa ja.1 ,^4' ^e,i ^2i Alk/ A101
" Xr. +ot t7-o,+ ism, j+2.1Z +I :y>r-o,^+r%ytorl-^ln ^Ifl 
-0.:3e7-0,600od'a I*I,/!!t-gan"41tlr
" ^".y •o,/m-^ott^-0.25'yYO.t:tr-pit[r*gout-tulo•^ufr^tontio,.ert-tOJtt
` Z	
-0,16yy•0,0iti)-O,L&W-0,/)t1.a/r/M*I,/Ot0-I,11!/N,Nfd#V'*f+rN,Ol7t
^X) j^! t13 94t ^f,! 03 0.1 4 4) twt :O,ti t^9
n„^ w, Y-I,I J!f*•o,Ory^.1,03pJf^ /t}t -I,I^)fy.^j}//X10/l f1,0)tjy 1llJ+IA166+4e
` z - to >2+i0t+	 tt43	 !-I.Mai(+yfoS'-oot/a1,16ff•ortl6+•.o1jo-4n!>+I,eolti+l.0/tJ
A`'« /,^+ ^titi Jrf ^a r err ^^r
jf*io/ti610 o!/f-0,016!-0,1/x:-l00M
-0,o/!t4 z +1,1/tyN,Ol/I+eOly!-OI^i6N,1/t6-^N*!-I,Oty/,
If according to Gauss, one calls the potential divided by the Earth's
radius J^,=y'^*^1' ►^ 1"^^i	 and if one sets the term corres-
ponding to the outer forces	 ='+p	 'i/1'+/►r/►!'P♦Ai	 , if	 ^` f-0,t 
which are only the sums derived from the (observed) horizontal com-
ponents X. Y of the potential, divided by R, and if finally
are the sums determined with the (observed)
vertical component Z of the potential, divided by R, then one obtains
formulas (4)
P	 jr
j6 	 1h
i ^	 w na ^ M	 ^	 1l t 1t ^
a =
formula (5)
N -h', Jam': =p y'= =h N fit .
If one now subtracts the values g/2 in (2) and (3) from one another,
then one obtains the differences d and d, which are given in the
following table (6).
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According to the above equations, one then obtains the quantities
p'je"p *••• and	 and in this way, the coefficients g/2 of both
the outer and inner forces of Table (6)
`I,• Y41 A4/
/4t! d+4eJtf+tou7-e,otu
Not d, +4olrl-o,olsl+ao/of
average im #VJlr-o,o/ot -#, tog
f, ^. *4ot^7- e,00fo •^eoJl•T "^	 a000rding to
q; fir rJ,l8>6+o, 1 rr8-o,fflLoa4cu1ated
'a1 /J/tI ARt A" S.
/144 d-a0007+a•orf-o,eortaall+a.iol
—. /ll t d,+^olsoN.or4y -aoo+f+Ro/io+i o/o/
_averag^. +e e/tr +ao o tl-+4owr++,ro J1 ie,Olof
^„	 +eogJfo,Ny^-oet!?Moot! *^oo[i+#^^ acoording to
'; A/ +4ois^-ofnf+!o»o-ao^lo-#,/eor ca l .T.0TT_^".'
' L• V h/	 'li All '4J All
•4o/K-o,oflj-^o;l/+o,oJN+o,•o11+4•ortl4•on
/^4f 1 otin-OelN►-o,N'/^+4otx-o fill aoel^]+^o//t
3VexARp in r4mo-o,tj4]-fo16vooKl-9,,00)7+000n #400G4
'. A.	 -4,800 Koff l+40038 + '^  IPL t0
it iii -ol]1L+R)l^N.l17I•o, l7oJ-oo/fl .^ot71-0, 0[ 30 	 cad	 -p,`-'.^: h"
py	 'to 
It
	
hy / tot Ir.t j+ti/ 01 =4A 4 1ti
1441 A-o,0a/+oo Sig -o,0/f1-0,01f/-00/G[+4 dill •4•00-0,00PL-e,••sI
/1ll• /,+aoitf +,Htit+Olotlo -o o![o-•, o tlf-^ooGl -e-0j^ti^o1[1+o.oe4^
av ragdat +4orfo+o,o[oeNOtlJ^elty-4o14t+oo•y1-40/to-oeostla,00/i
h.
	
acoor^ding to
kA -41!4/-o,1213-o.ot)4^./114+ooltio+4orti1+•erol .4roi[*go/o/ ^1 r Is X;
T^ fro ^r,I ^•,• ors - Art 'r,l ^1;J ^;ti /•rti }rr err
d +4l>I1.0,/4N+e,lltl+^e/a[+^I[rf -QOte^^0e1J2-Iwt/ZN,•/el ^•eo)/+GAO/L
IN t 1 +4e11t -e,I)I/ -eAltw -refti -oylf*4oAtf+oAtr^+4ayt+•..t]l +e,•••^raroN
aVeragein +0,100-4/rjt
	 ff+aeo10f fel t +e,001)+eoo//
js^ l^ +s,OtN -{Ill./-0,013/-oo/tf-0,oe)[-O,Doll+4o/10+e,•e/G+e•Il>+••IOeRA+geoe[
'! /t; +oeNo-o,!/4t+4lOt=-a,Lyv+I.01j^-O,OHei40•Lf+1,e//^+0•/Je -000^t-o,00t;
A "' I" 44-L far A"	 ^4fi ^a,1. *9ai A+,r
llrrj ^-eoflft4ot/t-4/lrl-a,orGti+•{eoct+4.4/f-OetoJ+•,•••jN,e!!t•ooOJltgoior
/Olj JI-O,IOIl ♦oloth-40JlS-oArf}1^r/yj-^0[tT-o,o/oJN,I/ir.gOt6J-•,Otyl+400ff
average	 lll-40jor"10043+010/!4-o.011i dirt
^, /^^ -o,oif/+o,N1t•t,o4iMMlJ^+.,o1J!-aoKti - 0,0118►+g+•Jy++,oK/ -4eofr+o,oa/
^t 4;	 N3*t+4• i9[-+,•pro+K/t74+ep1I9+0,tHe +gOte^ 0,o0ry_O, o/f!
There are more or less serious determination errors connected
with the coefficients g a ha
 of the outer forces. It seems that the
first coefficient '^' 	 has the most certainty, which here was cal- 	 /7
culated using the averages k  and m  of the parallel circles (for
epoch 1842 from 12 equidistant values, for epoch 1885 from 24 equi-
distant values of X and Z), because k o
 and mo are determined somewhat
7
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more accurately from observations than the other coefficients k 1 m
K L M of the series	 X•^+^^aa*^C '*+i1^;
jf . t, ,6	 ,1♦ l;^iw7l4-lnaih * ^^u+. • , x. ,tny^u^nN^twa*w^.e.i^t.^j
This is also because g ilds smaller by the same amount 0.0355 for
both epochs 1842 and 1845 when determined from Z and from X. If
one were only to consider the s;'•+totJ) , if one were to ignore all
other external forces, then the outer magnetic force divided by the
inner magnetic force would be at a ratio of 1:135. In order to esta-
blish the size of the outer forces and their ratios to the inner
forces, at least approximately without a cumbersome calculation, on
the average for the entire Earth, I have collected the primitive
equations on page 13 in the following in Publication I in the follow-
ing way by only considering the numerical values of the coefficients
of gh, but not their sign. In this way, I obtained: formula (7)
equations
(X •^ =^^7^^^2o,^7i`'^=°,tl^^^±o,1J^«^=a,lis^•'o,IJ^`^•^•	 ^
(XJt
	
0 671^t = ,ltt^ ;t L o,f) ^1^t °,i^'^! I,/!^a'^s tt •!tt
The most likely values of	 k. ,r, /, t. X,
	 are obtained if one
substitutes the numerical values of g and h in these equations and
the square root is taken from the sum of the squares of the corres-
ponding products. For example, 	 k,sig^,^%r)t,^,^f'•-^•	 The most likely
values of the northern component X  of the outer magnetic forces is,
therefore,	 r•	 (, ^^ t ^ ,^a x^ AV	 because the average
value of cos nX and sin n  is 0.62 according to thL scheme that I
derived. Therefore, for the outer forces we find	 and for
the inner forces the northern component is &ogj , that is,
X4 : At. = / : >4.
In the same way as for X, from the primitive equations of Publi-
cation I page 13, etc., I derived the most likely quantities of the
western Y and the vertical component Z for the outer forces.
8
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After one has calculated / ^! )t r; from the laws of probability
theory mentioned above, one obtains the most likely contribution of
the western component Y  for the outer forces
For the inner forces, we have Y  • 0.5 and, therefore, ^,:fi •/:t`
According to Publication II page 103, on the average, we found by
averaging over 17 parallel circles between the latitudes +60 0 and
- 80 0 that the first term 1^ of the series ^t-4* tawA.Y,,:oX--lja,:llr ►.iao-•
was not ao according to observations. Instead, for the two epochs
1842 and 1885 on the average, they were s too/*, ' so that
	
.,.:*r:/:7&.
	
This means that to is quite close to the quan-
tity Ya.
Formulas (9) equations
	
(1,^	 = /,t3l a^* o.l^ ^^^2I,^3^^:I.!!^^`f'!!4t`^~•,q^^:^a, ^
	
(I^	 Zb3tifut ^,•o^^/: i^r^''' *i^lJ„_iir^•,,2•,/r^^:^^,,.,ll ►,
	
(Z^	 i /, r^f^! iI>>^ a : a reset: ^ 3o^rt ^ I,It j`:,.4 , ..Ma
	
(Zl^	 =RIO:4^:•,f)fa't:^I)Jrt^•,!)^^snaj,..11^
	
(1^	 ^ /,llJka^^10't'r±/.)!^t'st»ty i s "^^
The most likely magnitude of the vertical com ponent Z A for the
outer forces is?.^ ►^:.(•,r,^al`tJr,'^^i+Ja^► 	 Fax- the inner
	forces, we have 	 Z; •fit	 , that is
L
The entire force J  of the outer agents is
Therefore, .7,, : o,e 1 1j and since the entire inte
agents f-7Vif! applies for the entire Earth, one
The outer force, therefore, is only 1/82 of the
nsity of the inner
finds that 7,, : 2; : / : tt
inner force on the
9
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average. I would like to also note that the components X i' Yip
z  were also calculated according to the approximate method men-
tioned, by substituting the values gh of the inner forces in equa-
tions ( 7), (8) and (9). In this way, I obtained the same quanti-
ties Xi • 2.2, Y  . 0.5, Z i a 4.2 as I obtained earlier by complete	
!,
calculation from 408 locations distributed uniformly over the entire
	
I
Earth's surface. Therefore, the valued X a	0.0295, Ya	0.0192
and Z  a 0.0464 can be considered as approximately correct.
I
The calculation which I made according to the Gauss rule of
both the inner and outer Earth magnetic forces for the two epochs
1842 and 1885 required no great effort, after I had made the first
general calculation which is contained in Publications I and II.
This means that also in this case, as in many other cases, one has
to admire the ingenuity of Gauss who always was able to grasp problems
he dealt with very well and was able to solve them in a simple way a:i
could nobody else. Here again, the path for determining the Earth's
magnetism is not only theoretically correct, but it is also the most
practical method because, at the present time, one does not have any
more or better absolute measurements than he had in the middle of the
19th Century, even though the number of magnetic observatories and
their means have substantially improved compared to earlier times.
/9
B. Earth magnetic elements for the epoch 1550
	
The values of the coefficients g,h of the theory for the epoch
	 C
1550 are based on the declinations collected by Dr. Van emmelen
and published in 1897, March 10, by the Academy of Sciences in
Amsterdam, as well as the elements which I calculated earlier for
the epoch 1600. Using these gh, I calculated the cosine and the sine
series for determining the northern component X r , the western com-	 !	 '
ponent Y  and the vertical component Z r given in Tables (10), (11) I	 ^
iand (12). And from this I calculated the seven elements
	 i
X,1,
	
I,
	 contained in Tables (13), (14), (15), (16), (17),
(18) and (19).*
10
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TABLE (10), epoch 1550
^.	 '
t At, At.
	
•fit A 't• ' JE♦ Kr Ar.
too,p	 f , ling irostA Mt  tia JA N" JA h14 N hft s 1 e*jr). I%R rA
I0^ Z^ N,l14N,Ot S r'O,i ll +4,001-0,/11 +teei, - 0,0// -060/ 4406 4000 0,000
t1 x,•t^t7^y-I,of/K,ttf+^Ofy-e,lOfN,O/7-o,Ojt-+,oaf-.,^etfQeolN,eoa
Jo x.• #4w-ttiO3+4 lot *011-a,SOS,+oe+t.4oes-.0#y-*,•o$+4alfo,e/J
• fl ! -4.t1^ +I./*j -I040 -0,tt1+0I _/e) _IeOJ-011t F 1001+0I
• +t,fJ1-itly+4a71-e,t/1-o,li +qe S -I,ely/.0,o/2-^e!/ ♦^,0 /+4o4t
60 ^,.-+ttt^-o,leo^geei-r,j40-.,oft+0,011+0414+eeSo-.,off+I010+40#4
70 x_ f-400 -0fK-0,e4, -o3t7-e,01Y4Ao31+oo1*h4e;7 -ac r+ractMOlS
/Oo A:: •l,tca -4t^1-+,its+I.lxt.oe^s ..,/e^ -0.031-I.031 «^Ajr-o,o/t -0,040
//o ^.^ *t,7<< -0,2^^-o3f^r0:/^ reo^ti.a.o1J -0,017-0,40+0063 -4,00Y-0,8103/t0 xr- ♦t,L^>-o,30y-^,3i7+•,iK«.oil,r,o;! 0;400-ol^tf*6v•s-4,004-0,oJ4
lit A• +t,j 3+0,071 -SA SS "/J l+*,/I/ -o. o"".01t-4001+8,01; -0,0ol -0,0X3
l4^ x: +/.uf+o, i4t-^AIt
 
f0,/01+0,/u+oe=/N,It0+t 04)^oc4^ O,IOO•^001
fta ^- f/,sit ♦0,4// Idt Ol'1^0,e13'+e, l^.fN,01JN,4 ♦^N,o!/ -0,0/0 *,Off -0061
160 Ar IP44/j/ +41471+003+oo1f+007+o,o/r+41e11+6p06 -eeor O,e00 - e,eo/
1yo x, • ♦e,sfS+oSit+a30}*0,It1H^ /f1+g0otN,IOIN,o^ol ^IOO o,I04 aloo _
TABLE ( 1.1), epoch 1550
H	 tall hn A e &A4intxfajasiwJA 1443sk"40X	 Xn/'^
/ go	 -0,"L
 
•e,4I1{I,N1^w44+M,^11
to '^ f..r•Ltlr-000l-apt?-0,/31-40)1-0,a/ti-$'des*#off*4NJ-toe/
Se y..rore3 -eeel -4+r1-el4f-^ ese-esjt -oert{oe13r0,e/1-0.0.0
4^0 1'..fI.c07 fo,e« -or/4 - o, as"-oott -0;e» -0ut 1 +ell!+0.41 f -I,e/1
s0 'f..+0;tfl+ol/t -6,ro _ gojj^,elt-o,/t5► -110fyF^e/1K1'fy-OtOte
V y..^o,/t10+,i4 y -e.4t4+o,Nt•o,Oh -!/K -e,0^o_0;0iK+0.t/o -O,ott
^ y" rF^LOjH,/; I-I,fr! fe t/L-O,IiI -I,/li► -t //! -^e1t +0.1i0 -^e7^
t1 Y..♦1,/r0•e . /6t-of4/0.0 )/t_4,Ifd-e./1)-//XL^^++i!'I"^^;!
Ir. Publications I and II as well as In the present Publication
III, the following notation applies: X is the eastern longitude
from Greenwich;	 is the geographic latitude; u is the ar ular
separation from astronomical North Pole so that
	
l^ ••i n 1o'i if.the potential divided by the Earth's radius R
	 r•;,.(-a7)
the ideal distribution of the map_,netism on the Earth's sur*facc;
X is the northern, Y is the western and Z is the vertical compo-
nent. d is the declination, i is the inclination, T is the t+ori-
zontal and J is the total intensity. When ky&Jin are calculated
according to the theory, then they are caled
	
X.Y.z".4 ,7 j,
When they are observed, they are called
	
it .^t;j fi	 The units
for for intensity are milligram, mm and average seconds.
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TABLE (11) Epoch 1550
{	 Ze,
	
it
	 e.
K eoiX w,)k m ig ;t tia:X m3A k'VJA ew4.x nk i-A LOOM siwtt!e•
y ►=ie,13eN:j3 -41ricN,360-oe4]-^ /!t-0,/23^06lt^/4J-oett
/w y._ t..^e^^1:Aa -e.^/4t^ jjt -o.[.t -oe7r-oo^^-oa^to//r - ;o/r
//o =+e,e:e+aarl_o^.oy+0304-034 -fie/6-port-ees3+goro-^ooc
Iso ^.•-oo4ito,S^N-e,1r/o+o,2y/r,/.! tefir-4f/6reeo^ ♦.,ett a^oo/
/^ :-o,lt0o447)-o,4/a^Jl3-^/Ij+0,I^6fg0//teo2tteeigtioo^
KO
-4 11.9 	 ! -o /6+	 /61-^f1 7 +e^e^4N,0/1t11t3► +O,.Ot4.e,00)
In r:-41U/4,40L4,311+0/2t-I,090*0,0334-0,010H/16t0,1034e,eo/
lie j►r•-f.Iwsrci -o.tll^t^!/0_oole^o,o/e+ge0cw.ovi+4001tf.eol
1 )0 43M4 +! eo/ +eao/ 44.800+0000 
TABLE (12) Epoch 1550
-1N1.	 111 ♦ .k, M% ' 41 " 	-*,,	 r	 Ar	 •#t	 m 3q 1tIt/l tiw
	
eftIA ii7^ZA COJ/,^ )tA)A ^OJ+^ sk"	 ti.rA
N zr.tsilj-o,/i0-o,/3j-ao3y to^7e*a,I10",1Ny^I,e0e 4-0000foappf0,000
L Ir*.-t"Vi-o'm-qtsf-vitl+!tV-,00j+teitt0,00,0"000+ooeo-e,oe=
30 Zr =*1;51.6-oJBT -o,l	 ",got-#,00 j -ooay
IN 1.
	 -o0j2
SO ?r=+^i,;7^1 t0,/tS-e,y7o-e,/93+0,666-o,IlIre,!/7 +a,ott^I,Oyo-oetC-O,oy;
^ Ir=+3.lrlttl,il>-I,t.ly.+^fli ►+^cSl-e,teJr^e>yfa,eoj+I,etf-^eJj_a,/to
10 zr=*2,tlS+e,ts0-i*r3tg i^s+e.63t -e,t^cl+^os7-^ etr+^i js -I,oyo-e,/6^
2 =;1010*o,2bG -a4tlN,fsofe.L/s -^ irc*^.o30 -o,o^tto,r6i -aoYo_o,/^t/
90 r = -o,111ru311	 ".t!r-o,/li*+.ole-0013+0,/63-4o10-a/61
M Zr = -1,116+0 9+14I7f"f50+QX6r-I,oi6
	 017 -4/J
110 4`2,340-2+40+34e0/3 +Oo+jl +eS;9+e,o/L+e!/s-oolt►+w,ott-0,003-oott
/10 I'= -32fl}0,390+ 112+ot7G+^ll^jle6t*I/3a+I,ol7tieolto,007-asps
Ilo I.=-`t,IOi+O, y;f+o,3i0+e l71 +I s x i+o,e75Tol^U+i f3j-O,ot^*a.eo4-o,o/t
48 +'00+e,o9fti 010-,014
	
eo 3 -0006
lSi r= -S,yS^w,ilS+otiJ1+e,NL +a,3^1Sr.+o,e1/ rgal /+aO/t -oolS.+0,00/-sec/
/t0 Z^'-s,^7300.4i3+q11,!♦o,07st0,L9+o,o/Ifeo/7:0iey-eeoy.+oeoo+oeoo
_ J 70 2,'^i,3?f+o, iwi+a,21S+^et4+oo6.S^+e oos+000I+!eoo _e0e0+0,400+"00
TABLE (20) Epoch 1559
Different I0- -	 between the decl inatlan calculated according to the
,theory i and the observed	 f0- ' (cf . given here under the fol l Owing tabl a (16)
9	 ran	 0 - /S - JO - *S - e0 - 7P' 300 - 3/J" JJO" /fP
+40
	 -0,7 -23 -4 9 t !
+ S
i -J. -I eo /1 0 +oy
*)0 -0,7 -t,7 - 0, +0-,i /, t +/,3 +oj +0,7
Fri -O,i -0 -40 +J, 6 rS;i +2,7 +o,! +43 +0,9
0 -/, 3 -i,l -e,J t 1, +3, -oe' -e,4► +oti
-IO to, -0,9 j	 , f
-to 4.1,! + 0 3 +40 +/,i t,3 +1,1 tJ,i
1+4
-so +x,4^ + /,/ +/,L +e,7 0,) +/,!	 t l,t
On the average, for these o0 values we ^iave d•-4::44 whereas for the
epoch 1600, 1650, 1700, 1780 the averages are 147t
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The values r, -q"4 without a star are the surn of the elements	 /16
04-1 of the magnetic maps for 1885 (see Publication I (pages 3-6)
aod the secular changes of our tables (46), (47), (48) Chapter II
given below, multiplied by 15. The values which have a star on
the right in (21), (22) and (23) are obtained using; observations,
which were made on the average four years before the epoch 1900 at
68 different locations. They are contained in the following; docu-
mer.t3.
1) G. W. Littlehales, the secular change in the direction of
the terrestrial magnetic field, Washinf^ton, 1899.
2) C. Chree, report of the Kiev Observatory, committee for
the year 1898, page 30-31.
3) Earth magnetic observations of the officers of the kaiser
Austrian Navy ships, Zrini and Aurora, 1895-1898•
4) G. R. Putnan, report A magnetic pendulum observations
made, 1896.
5) Meteorological publication, February 1894, page 76, August
1895, pages 297 and 298, May 1894, page 40, March 1893, page 22,
July 1896, page 52, OETER. 1894, page 394.
6) Magazine Terrestrial Magnetism April 1896, page 85 and
March 1899, page 62.
7) H. Fritsche, Magnetic observations at 509 locations made
In Europe between 1867-1894, pages 16-17, locations no. 126-130.
The reduction of these measurements to the epoch 1900 was done
using Tables (46), (47), (48) Chapter II. For the adjacent inter-
sections of the meridians and the parallels, they were done using
the tables given in Publication I pages 42-53, Tables 27, 28, 29.
The values of the coefficients gh of the theory resulting from
(21), (22) and (23) are found in Chapter I . The sine and cosines
19
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series for X r J r ,Z r as well as the quantities ,, y,?, d, /;•T.
and Jr which results from them are given in the following tables
(24), (25), (26), (27), (28), (29), (30), (31), (32) and (33)•
TABLE. 24), ff,u^ /, 1900`
	
r	 ^/
JV. ^ 1 	 /`a XC	 r, ^J	 ^^ 1\ti	 ^t	 /`r
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OF POUR QUAI.:
According to the average of 264 points between the latitude
	
/23
ti	 +50° and -50° and longitude 0° co 360 1 according to Table (34), we
have	 Also, according; to Table (35), the aver-
!	 age of 408 points uniformly distributed over the entire Earth's
ti
si,rface result in the value
	 6 Cl 19,'1. Finally, the aver-
age of all of these differences of Table (36) becomes, 7,-_3g= tqO'-/
t
or 2% of T. Almost the same deviations between theory and observa-
tion were obtained earlier by me for epochs 1842 and 1885. I also
am giving the geographic position of the magnetic Earth's poles
for the epochs 1550 and 1900 which I calculated using Tables (13),
(14), (27), (28).
i	 magnetic 3orti pole * w ij' I t+!4+/ ,,nag N. Pol e "Lc^ y/8' I
 . 	 SouthPole mil/ u Iltot j0	 0•Pol _y1, p 	 /1'
d. Earth magnetic elements for the epoch 1915
The Earth magnetic elements for the epoch 1915 which are given
in the following tables (37), (38), (39) I obtained by adding the
observed elements of epochs 1900 (Tables (21), (22), (23)) to the
calculated theoretical difference between epochs 1900 and 1885. If
one wishes to interpolate any magnetic elements between 1885 and
1900 and beyond, then one car, use the yearly secular changes given
in Chapter II in Tables (41), (42), (43), (44), (45), (46), (47),
(48), (49), which follow from epochs 1842 and 1885. This is because
the secular changes between 1885 and 1900 are very close to the
ones between 1842 and 1885. For 1900, one very closely obtains
the correct (observed) Earth magnetic elements, if one multi p lies	 I
the yearly changes found between 1842 and 1885 with 15 and if this
added to the elements of the epoch 1085.
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a. Secular changes of the Earth's magnetic element between.
1550-1900. The secular changes AT, ate, AN,Ay, AZ, Aar, Ai, aT	 and 6
of the Earth's magnetic elements J, k, y, z,	 ^, c, T	 and .7,
when time is increased by one year was obtained usin g
 Publication II
according to the theoretical tables (Y>)^^(X^^^^^^^)C,^o1l,(^lJ^,(11^^,(13)l,
(!y/^,(IJ^`pa^.t9-fir	 and the tables (13)-
(19)	 Chapter Ib and (27)-(33) Chapter Ic of this third publi-
cation. I have entered this into the following nine tar , les (41) to
(49).
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The positive values of the tables above are separated from	 /53
the negative values by thick lines which indicate the locations
on the Earth's surface where the secular motion was zero during this
period. In order to research the character of the secular changes
e!^,.t,. X,.Y,e1,.dsi,.°f' 	 and eJ,	 which I will call e.^ in short, by
using the nine tables (41)-(49) for the 17 parallel circles and the
24 :meridians I calculated the numbers m and M of the following tables
(50), (51), (52) and (53).	 The quantities m of a parallel circle
in (50) is the arithmetic mean of the 24 values e)° on a circle,
formed without consideration of the sines of the individual values
A/ of the tables above. M in (51) is the arithmetic mean with
consideration of the sines. Also the m of a meridian of Table ('2)
is the arithmetic mean of the 17 values eY in them without consid-
eration of the sine of the individual quantities 4/	 M in Table
(53) is the average with consideration of the sine. m represents
the quantity of the average yearly secular change. M is the true
average change.	 In the following tables (50), (51), (52), (53), for
brevity, the time is called I between 1550-1600, II between 1600-
1650, III between 1650-1700, IV between 1700-1780 and V between 1780-
1842 and VI between 1842-1885.
Regarding Tables (50), (51), (52) and (53), we should note
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that we did not consider the values of e; which apply for the
poles when they were derived from (41)-(49). In the calculation of
A j from (46), only the 11 parallel circles 0=' +1o' ##e* 	 ...-4 0 -50°
were considered in the calculation. Finally, 	 A?,A &X,.y,
a Z,ar, • 1 are expressed in units of the 5th decimal in the nine
tables (41) - (49), and in (50), (51), (52), (53) as well.
	 .f' and
of are expressed in minutes.
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	The absolute positive and negative maxima of the ,yearly secu-
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lar changes
	 AFAX,,X,^I,nfai,AT,.,7	 of the nine Earth magnetic
elements Z F, X,
	
are taken from the nine tables (41)-
(49) above and are entered into the following; tables (54), (55), (56),
(57), (58), (59), (60), (61) and (62).	 All values of Tables (41)-
(49) were considered. When setting un Table (59), only the area
between the parallels y' ui-fo' and	 were considered.
v S',eAX,.^,•7,e^'	 and n,7 are also given in Tables (54)-(62),
as before in (41)-(53) in Gauss units of the 5th decimal. A6 and
At are given in minutes.
•TABLE(r4). FFi,': crr^. 1 ^nlr u.^^ LW^	 W ￿. Inn,	 .V 51.
Id 44
v.n
	
A	 e y' ^,	 a -P ^X 9' I
If JP
.
+!0' 7J • +301 +00 JO +514 _YO 3J "+)f(
4.1.
/cao -70 7f -362 
j
-30 10	 -014 +/o 6 -7
ADO 0' 31j , + 114 +tf' 60" + 11 t 4 4• l.0 -s0 0 .fit - *,o 330 0 it
/6ro +10 60 -tt0 402 -70 to -3/t 0 t2t _yyf +30 to _180
r• -/0 300 +4Yf f f/!l #40 4I 4AI + •/0 if +1lo -l0 Soo t/t
l>o0 +10 fs -}! t
V01.0
9 -/S -to /It -+Jb +t0 7t -i7t +lo ff -/+!
1700 _4O 300 +j7) t +Iif -!0 3If4401 -90 yt +4ol -to Jot +/or+
0 fs -L3t -60/1740 0 -111 -10 1Jt
I/ 4-o +to /2D	 -toy a /f +t/J t30 /r +sso ^c 34t +7fo -3o ea *>+1
^iiwi o /f	 %t! -3e 1300 _/or -10 /s -4l/ o +r - 7!e 0 /t Mitf fl
-r0 +/f Syr +/t! -7a 2jr +t1i -j o 330 +l/t ro 300I isj
	 :+►}0 +4s11
^
1 1 4 1
nii' +/0 3?f	 -330 -ro ! 300 -4007 _:o J/r -7^f :2o so _r^s +lo J}J -9Ji
341 _t1j"j I t JW ItM" ts/7 tll' 2 403 t2+'	 '/041
bis = to; zest = time; mittel = average
- .F4- Sly 
^f^/. 1 - r+tu^G	 V.O/. 1 tiU , ^,:	 .^.^ i rww.: l°v.
zVI
	
^.	 d J c	 )L	 I Al y+	 '^	 A k I	 A.?
/i '• +ft" Je' {^'!t o' 330" +0 +t0' 60' +JS9 -;0 7f 4,m
/Goo -to ^^t _4f o 60 -7,t4 -70 110 -311 -+o JJO -r7t
i too +to /r t l,2L 0 )JO +414 +LO
1
4 0 ++o+ +60 110 ++t6
/6r0 t ra !e -1,4t O 40 -7 !! +tt loo -JO -W1 J10 -174
to +10 1r q0At 0 300 +//,01 + +1Y! -+o I	 !to tL62
/ oD -4-0 /TO -718 0 4f -/t 14 - 70 /V 1-+r 0 -30 300 -!J9
l oo +SO Syr	 tt -/b 301 +,1/ -PO L70 +{o) -w0	 /of +t/6
lido -10 t7D	 - d /f 0 JD 4y +t0 , 300 -3f3
/7fo -2o JP + ,	 t - to J/f4-410 + 30 0 +tp9 -40	 300 +G9)
yf — 7,!/ • 1t -/^c -:0 /J, -LO) +f0	 210 -+!D
X 14! - 144 +/0,//
_
-400 301	 +1,1/ -70 L70 +f71 -10 1	 /0 S,	 +J6+
/fit +r0 /t -4:J o a	 _/c +o - to 100 - ,YJ -4001	 J11 0	 -•,111
M^	 ! SJ!' 8'!1 t7' ±9., ±SI' ,1 +lL,^4+'	 ^6t6
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Table (50) gives on the average a minimum of m on the parallel
gb -+Ro' for an average over all five or six intermediate times,
more or less in the individual series as well. It gives a maximum
near i =tic' for a.i`,AJ,a` and _k	 for AX ,a Z, e7-,a7 ;on the other
hand, there are two minima in the vicinity of the parallels 71,=f10;
aria 94 _ + f, and two maxima near 0=+4v*  and P- 40'	 Finally,
:)Iced'
	 according to (50) is the smallest on the Equator and
increases with latitude toward the poles.
The values AT 4 FeX,aZ,eL,aT	 and dof Table (52) have three
minima in the vicinity of )-=o,	 and 230°, and three maxima at
a=4..r;200' and 305 0 .	 Q7' and 6 .7	 in addition have a 4th minimum
nearIA-7ye and a 4th maximum at A _iXo'
ed and e^ in Table (52) have three maxima at A_o;16t' and 250°
It	 and three minima at 	 ;C. /to', /9o' and 285°.
The averages for the entire Earth according to (50) and (52)
are 1 = e^= tQ0049/^.i^ e^^'=*o,uoiit'^.t.,e^_*O,e0/t3$•F,AX 	 0160	 lay=±o,eotot^.F^
a.7= ±0,00X/1
	 and a7- _* if, oat97	 Out of the Earth magnetic
elements	 F, !', XJ , 7 and Z, F changes the least with time and
the vertical ccmponent Z changes the most.
As far as the value M of Tables (51) and (53) are cDncerned,
numerically they are smaller than the corresponding m of Tables
(50) an^ (52) because by consideration of t'Ae signs + and - part
of the number is canceled. On the avera ge for the entire Earth, M
is almost equal to zero, that is,	 If f.
aX= - o,000iG^•P.^e7_- 0,00021$-I. , A =a1` =e'f^aZ 0, ad' ^^'i0,ai^{e,o6
For the series of the q uantities	 N=e3',aY=,aX,ax,eZ,•d,a^;AY'
and n) , which are shown as averages in the columns of Tables (51)
and (53), most of them have two maxima and two minima. Inside of
the individual series, the sine usually changes three times and M
goes through zero three times.
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If we finally compare the nine Tables (54)-(62) with Tables
(50) or with (52), we obtain the following for the entire Earth
according to	 avei,age vqlues
Tab'-es (50) or	 of the abso-
(52)	 lute maxima according to
average M	 m	 table
A ?- ±VdJ//t _*0,417362 1.1. (f 0
67. !#,*so*/ 5`.^. 1 0,00/41 $f. 0
OX = ! 0,00/to *0, 170 f/7 If 4)
AY= * 0 04242 ^. f ± ^ooi4f	 t. (s7)
e). ± 0,417 Y// ^. ^. *gooGtc ^. t. (G Y)
Atz
• i= t 2,02 {9, L4 (60,
The quantities m are, therefore, three to four times as large
as the corresponding values of m; only Ai deviates from this rule
slightly because for Ai, this ratio is between four and five.
At the end of this paper one can find a map drawing of the
agonic (?) line for epo­_hs1550, 1650, 1700, 1780 and 190 which were
obtained by transferrin7 the zero lines of declination of Tables
(16) and (30) (cf. top of Pages 12 and 19 of this publication) and
the zero lines of Table (32) of Publication II page 47-51 on a
single sheet having the form of these tables. We have left out all
the numerical values of declination here. The ag lines of epoch
1600 have been left off in order not to over burden the small map
because they differ only slightly from the values for 1550. Also
	 /61
the ag lines for epochs 1842 and 1885 are got given here because
they are riot much different from those for epoch 1900.
Fron, this sketch one can see that during the time period of 350
years which we considered, from 1550 to 1900, the displacements of
the northwestern half of the European-Asiatic agonic (?) line as well
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as the displacement of the southeastern half of the American-Atlantic
agonic line were substantial in the direction from east to west
and from northeast to southwest. Over the same 350 years, the
motions in the southeastern half of the European-Asiatic ag line
were much less and they were also much less in the northwestern
part c: the American-Atlantic line where the direction of motion
often change, even though the position changes were primarily from
east to west, and later on, from west to east.
Over the last 120 years, from 1780 to 1900, the position
changes of the southeastern half of the European-Asiatic ag line
and of the northwestern half of the American-Atlantic agonic line
were only small. On the other hand, in the northwest half of the
European-Asiatic ag line and in the southeast half of the American-
Atlantic ag line, the motions were not that small in the direction
from east to west.	 In addition to the primary motions of the
agonic lines from Past to west, we also find motions in the opposite
directiDns from west to east. According; to our map. they change in
such a manner that it is difficult to make a forecast for the future
or the past (that is, after 1900 or before 1550) for large time
intervals. A. continuing motion of the ag. line around the Earth
is not very likely. Also, the conclusions derived from earlier 	
_e
investigations of pottery found In Etruscan graves (800 BC) that
at that time (800 BC) the inclination needle in central Italy
pointed not to the North Pole as now, but to the South Pole, is
rather unlikely	 As the five tables(33)publication II pages 51-53
and Tables (17) pages 13 and 31 page 20 of the present publication
shcu:, the magnetic equator where the inclination is zero has not
moved at all over the last 350 years from 1550 to 1900 on the Earth's
surface. This is a case even though according to our Table (60)
above, at many locations the changes in inclination over time were
quite substantial at individual points near the Equator.
1
cf. Meteorological Publication February 1897 page 53.
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1700, 1'790, 1242, 1885, 1900, pgs 25 -26, Table (40).
Chapter II
a. Secular changes of the Earth's magnetic elements over the ti-e
between 1550 -1900.	 Pace 26-61 (Tables (41)-(62).
b. Map of the agonic lines from 1550-1900.
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REMARKS
1) Table (6), page 6, g i hi are the coefficients of the Gauss
theory for the inner-magnetic Earth's forces.
2) A is the eastern longitude from Greenwich and ^ is the
geographic latitude.
3) For calculating the elements, 	 X,>,x.,I,:T and I using
the Table (40) above, pages 25-26, and the element gh of the theory,
one should use the formulas given in Publication I, pages 10-25.
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